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About the Contributors

Caius Dobrescu is currently a professor of literary theory and cultural studies at the University of Bucharest. He has a PhD in the theory of literature from the University of Bucharest; and post-graduate study and research at the Vienna University, Collegium Budapest, École des hautes études en sciences sociales (EHESS), and Wissenschaftskolleg in Berlin. He was also a Fulbright Research Fellow at the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago. Books published include: *Modernitatea ultimă* (Ultimate modernity, Bucharest, 1998), *Inamicul impersonal* (The impersonal enemy, Bucharest, 2001) both attempting a comparative approach of 20th century politics and literature in the Western world and Eastern Europe; *Semizei și rentieri* (Bucharest, 2000), *Revoluția radială* (The radial revolution, Brașov)—on redefining the cultural and intellectual identity of modern bourgeoisie.

Claudiu Doltu is Professor in the Economics and Economic Policy Department at the Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania. His research interests are in the areas of Economic Policies, Private Sector Development, Development Economics and, Poverty Reduction. He worked as consultant for many companies and public institutions and previously served as Deputy Minister of Finance in the Government of Romania. He is also former Alternate Executive Director of the Dutch Constituency and Board member of the World Bank Group.

Marcel Duhăneanu is Professor of Global Strategic Management at the Institute for Business Administration in Bucharest, Romania. His research interests are in the areas of Cross Cultural Development, International Strategic Management, and International Marketing. He is the Rector at the Institute for Business Administration in Bucharest and he has been running the Romanian American Executive MBA launched in partnership with the Coles College of Business from Kennesaw State University since the beginning of 2002.

Darina Lepadatu is Associate Director of PhD Program in International Conflict Management and Assistant Professor of Sociology at Kennesaw State University. Her research interests are in the areas of sociology of work and organizations (conflicts generated by gender, racial and age dynamics in the workplace), race and ethnicity (racial and ethnic conflicts, discrimination against minority groups and immigrants) and comparative sociology (post-communist societies, Eastern Europe).

Eliza Markley is a graduate student in the PhD Program in International Conflict Management at Kennesaw State University. Her research interests are related to sociology of violence and peace, transnational migration, exclusion and human rights, religious and ethnic discrimination. As a military officer for 18 years, her previous work focused on issues related to civil-military relations, mass media and military sociology.
Sorin A Matei is Associate Professor of Communication, Brian Lamb School of Communication, Purdue University. PhD, University of Southern California. MA, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, BA, Bucharest University. Main research interests: mass media and cultural sociology, with an emphasis on cultural production processes and social capital. Known for innovative work in the field of mental mapping and spatial and digital humanities (http://mentalmaps.com and http://visiblepast.net). Author of the Romanian language volumes Boierii Mintii (The Mind Boyars) and Spare Ideas (Idei de Schimb) and editor with Mona Momescu of Idolii forum (Idols of the forum). A former journalist, Dr. Matei collaborates with BBC World Service, Foreign Policy, Esquire and other Romanian language publications.

Paul E. Michelson is Distinguished Professor of History at Huntington University in Indiana. He was three times an IREX/Fulbright research scholar in Romania (1971-1973; 1982-1983; 1989-1990). He is the Secretary of the Society for Romanian Studies and is a member of the editorial board of over a dozen journals. His main fields of interest are modern Romanian development and Romanian historiography. He has published over a hundred articles on Romania, and his book, Romanian Politics, 1859-1871 (1998) was awarded the Balcescu Prize for History by the Romanian Academy.

Marian Negoita is a postdoctoral scholar at the University of California, Davis, and a social scientist at Social Policy Research Associates, a research organization based in Oakland, CA. His research primarily focuses on the genesis and impact of public policies, with an emphasis on social policy and economic development policy. He is currently working on projects related to workforce development programs, technology and innovation policy, and economic development. Dr. Negoita’s work has been published in Socio-Economic Review, Politics and Society, and edited books.

Dan Paracka has a Ph.D. in International Education Policy from Georgia State University. He is currently director of Education Abroad and Associate Professor of Education at Kennesaw State University. He is also coordinator of KSU’s signature Annual Country Study Program. His areas of scholarship center on processes of international education and intercultural learning. He has been especially interested in helping students to understand today’s complex interdependent world and in developing strategies to internationalize their college experience. He is past chair of NAFSA: Association of International Educators, Region VII and served as a co-principal investigator for KSU’s participation in ACE’s Global Learning for All project.

Adrian Popan is currently pursuing a Ph.D. degree at the department of Sociology of the University of Texas at Austin; he received an MA in Sociology from Texas Tech University in 2009, and a Bachelor’s degree in Romanian Language and Literature from Babes-Bolyai University, in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, in 1997. His research interests are focused on domination and resistance in totalitarian societies.

Irina Popescu is a PhD student in Comparative Literature at UC Berkeley. Following her B.A. in English from UT Austin, Irina Popescu moved to the West coast to complete her Master’s degree in English at UCSB. Her research has focused primarily on political
subversion and literature of resistance, particularly during dictatorship. She focuses mainly on Latin American, Eastern European and American literatures, specifically Argentina and Chile. Her work thus far has dealt with human rights and how those rights have been composed and defended within the literary spectrum.

**Razvan Sibii** is a lecturer in Journalism and a doctoral student in Communication at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. His academic interests include issues of identity, culture, and ideology; political communication; media & storytelling; and critical pedagogy. His upcoming dissertation will address the strategic deployment of language in Romanian textbooks with an eye to ethnonational identity narratives. He has most recently published an article titled “Conceptualizing Teacher Immediacy through the ‘Companion’ Metaphor” in *Teaching in Higher Education,* (15) 5, October 2010.

**Lavinia Stan** is a graduate of the University of Toronto, and Associate Professor of Political Science at St. Francis Xavier University, Canada. Her publications have dealt primarily with religion and politics, and transitional justice. Her many publications include (with Dr. Turcescu) *Church, State and Democracy in Expanding Europe* (Oxford University Press, 2011), and (with Dr. Turcescu) *Religion and Politics in Post-communist Romania* (Oxford University Press, 2007), *Transitional Justice in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union* (Routledge, 2009), *Leaders and Laggards: Governance, Civ icness and Ethnicity in Romania* (Columbia University Press), and *Romania in Transition* (Dartmouth, 1997), and of over forty articles published in peer-reviewed academic journals in England, the United States, France, and the Netherlands. She is the current Vice-President of the Society for Romanian Studies and Regional Editor for Europe of the peer-reviewed *Women's Studies International Forum.*

**Lucian Turcescu** is Professor and Chair of the Department of Theological Studies at Concordia University, Montreal, Canada. He has done research, published, and taught in several areas, including early Christianity, religion and politics, and ecumenism. His most recent books include (with Dr. Lavinia Stan) *Church, State, and Democracy in Expanding Europe* (Oxford University Press, 2011), (with Dr. Lavinia Stan) *Religion and Politics in Post-communist Romania* (Oxford University Press, 2007), (edited with L. Di-Tommaso) *The Reception and Interpretation of the Bible in Late Antiquity* (E.J. Brill, 2008), and authored *Gregory of Nyssa and the Concept of Divine Persons* (Oxford University Press, 2005). Dr. Turcescu is Past President of the Canadian Society of Patristic Studies (2004-2008) and an Associate Editor of the *Journal of Ecumenical Studies and Theoforum* (formerly Eglise et Theologie).